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Abstract—Firewalls filter malicious traffic and provide the network with
a satisfying level of security. Thus, their performance is critical for
the whole network. Rule-based firewalls are the most widely deployed
among traditional ones. However, as the size of the rule list of a firewall
increases, lookup latency increases significantly. One main solution to
enhance the performance of a firewall is to reorder rules based on traffic
characteristics to obtain the minimum number of packet matches. The
optimal firewall rule ordering problem (ORO) is NP-Complete. Therefore,
setting up a centralized firewall for a whole network is infeasible. Our
proposed solution dynamically scales in and out firewalls across multiple
administrative domains for more efficient rules optimization, filtering, and
better attack response. The proposed solution, in this paper, outsources
the firewall functions into micro firewalls, which are located in differ-
ent places and have their configurations. Therefore, traffic is treated
locally and in a distributed way. The experimental results show that
our proposed solution is scalable regarding the organization’s network
requirements. Moreover, the central firewall is relaxed executing rules
optimization algorithms in consecutive time intervals, inefficiency.

Keywords—Firewall; Optimization; Rule Ordering Problem; Firewall
Decomposition; Firewall Composition;

1 INTRODUCTION

Firewalls have been widely deployed for securing networks
and are the first line of defense against malicious traffic [1].
A firewall checks each incoming or outgoing packet to decide
whether to accept or reject the packet based on its policy. The
efficiency of firewalls depends on two factors as follows:

1) Rules Optimization: Rule-based firewalls are the most
widely deployed among traditional firewalls [2] and an im-
proper rule ordering can become a performance bottleneck
since the rarely triggered rules are checked unnecessarily
frequently. Thus, the traffic characteristics should be analyzed
to figure out which rules are outdated or have not been used
for a long time [3], [4]. Consequently, firewall rules need to be
ordered adaptively to obtain the minimum number of packet
matches and avoid serious performance degradation due to
the traffic anomaly. The optimal rule ordering problem (ORO)
with rule dependency constraints is proven to be NP-Complete.
The proof is presented in [3]. Therefore, it is costly to update
the rule ordering dynamically concerning the traffic loads.

• ∗Alireza Shameli-Sendi (Corresponding author).

2) Scalability Architecture: The deployment of centralized
firewalls leads to performance bottleneck for heavy traffic
(e.g., DDoS) and it is hard to guarantee QoS requirement
for all other normal traffic [5], [6]. Besides, distributed
architecture with physical firewalls is neither rational nor
cost-effective, since it needs a high level of traffic directed
toward the appropriate firewall at the appropriate time. Thus,
techniques must be provided for the firewalls to treat the traffic
at any time without introducing any noticeable delay and cost.

Our model is defined based on the cloud and cloudlets archi-
tecture. The concept of cloudlet refers to service local traffic
and reduce network traffic towards cloud data centers, which
improves latency and applications QoS [10]. In this paper, we
address the two mentioned performance concerns in a firewall
by Decomposition/Composition idea. The proposed solution
monitors the cloudlets traffic, affecting the rules matching fre-
quency, and dynamically creates and configures new firewalls
close to the source, inside corresponding cloudlets [7]. When
a cloudlet’s traffic changes significantly, it is also observed in
rules matching frequency, and it affects firewall performance.
In other words, distributed traffic from all cloudlets may
trigger specific rules in the central firewall (macro-FW) and
significantly increase the matching frequency of the targeted
rules (e.g., DDoS from all cloudlets). In this case, the rules
having the most matching frequency, are extracted based on the
cloudlets’ source domain address and migrated to the related
cloudlet new firewall (micro-FW). Accordingly, instead of
handling ORO in the macro-FW to find the proper position of
the high frequently matched rules, we outsource targeted rules
to their related cloudlets by creating micro-FWs. Moreover,
when the traffic of cloudlets backs to normal, our model has
this ability to merge back the outsourced rules to the macro-
FW and clean up the micro-FWs.

The proposed solution, COmpositionDecOmposition
(CODO), encompasses multiple advantages over other
state of the art solutions. (1) Scalability: CODO provides
dynamic scalability by changing centralized to the distributed
solution, and vice versa. Note that, dynamic scalability can
be achieved with a load balancer but the main difference
is that all rules are never copied for micro-FWs. (2) QoS:
Each virtual machine instance has a limited capacity for
a cloud firewall and even the most powerful one tends
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to be incapable of satisfying QoS requirement. Therefore,
to make the security implementation efficient, we need to
decompose the macro-FW in order to distribute the load in
the cloud/cloudlet. Thus, our proposed model works properly
in this situation. (3) Operational: In a case that partitioning
rules into different disjoint sets is possible, if we decompose
a firewall into several simpler firewalls, rules matching time
in the simpler firewalls are less than the main firewall.
Moreover, micro-FWs are simpler to manage as the rules are
added and removed for the cloudlets. (4) Bandwidth: When
the outsourced firewalls are deployed on the proper places
(cloudlets), they can prevent unwanted traffic to the network
and save bandwidth. In case of a high rate of denying packets
compared to accept for a created micro-FW in the cloudlet,
the bandwidth utilization is saved by stopping the traffic
at the entrance of the cloudlet. (5) ORO: When the traffic
behavior changes dramatically, our model does not run the
conventional ORO in the macro-FW. Instead, it migrates the
rules from the macro-FW to the created micro-FWs. Thus,
we proposed a distributed lightweight ORO solution in which
the rule ordering is efficiently optimized. (6) Tolerance
against DDoS: In case of DDoS attack, we enhance the
macro-FW efficiency for other normal traffic. The micro-FWs
are responsible to handle the heavy traffic in cloudlets and the
accepted traffic is bypassed from the macro-FW in the cloud.
In other words, by distributing the main firewall, cloudlets
cannot affect the whole cloud traffic and thus, attacks remain
local.

The main contributions of CODO are as follows:

• Our approach dynamically composes/decomposes the
firewalls in multiple domains on possible Virtual Ma-
chines. This concerns where and when to create the
micro-FWs.

• CODO takes advantage of Network Functions Virtu-
alization (NFV) for firewalling and it not only goes
beyond the physically distributed approaches, but also
dynamically scales in/out the virtual firewalls based on
traffic behaviour.

• Since the main concern in running conventional ORO was
its complexity due to rule dependency, the CODO prepro-
cessing stage is proposed to eliminate rule dependency
and turn the conventional ORO into a more flexible,
polynomial problem, running in firewalls.

• We proposed to use the firewall rule statistics (e.g.
number of packet hits per rule) to reorder the rules in
the macro-FW and also extract rule sets into micro-FWs.
The rule statistics of each micro-FW is preserved and in
case of composition, the rule sets with their statistics are
merged back into the macro-FW.

• The current ORO-based solutions are vulnerable. The
attackers intentionally target the bottom rules to push
them up. However, CODO controls drastic changes by
extracting the relevant rules and migrating them to the
right place. Since the domain-specific rules are extracted,
the integrity of the firewall rules at the cloud level never
changes. Consequently, attack resilience is improved and
local attack only affects the local legitimate traffic.

(a) Initial rule ordering configuration

(b) Initial rule ordering status when the traffic characteristic changes
in cloudlets 1 and 2

Fig. 1: Verifying the initial rule ordering status when the traffic
characteristic changes in cloudlet1 and cloudlet2 (G: general
rule, CL: cloudlet rule).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the problem statement. Section 3 provides related
research in this area. CODO details are explained in Section
4. Section 5 presents performance evaluation compared to the
existing solution. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

2.1 Packet Filtering Firewalls
A Firewall rule defines how to react to ingress/egress traffic
based on predefined security policies. A firewall rule consists
of multiple fields: Protocol, Source address, Source port,
Destination address and Destination port, and Action [11].
For rule reordering purposes, a weight is considered for each
rule. Formal definition of a rule can be defined as follows:

R =< protocol, srcIP , srcPort, dstIP , dstPort, α, β >
, α ∈ {allow|deny} β =Weight

Computation of β is described in Section 4.4.

2.2 Motivating Example
Figure 1a shows the initial rule ordering configuration in a
macro-FW based on the initial traffic characteristics of all
cloudlets. The rules are ordered such that the heavy traffic
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is verified instantly. When the traffic changes in any cloudlet,
it requires rule reordering for the sake of decreasing matching
processing time. For example, as seen in Figure 1a, 60% of
the traffic comes from cloudlet1 while over time it reduces to
1% and then the cloudlet2 sends the majority portion of the
traffic to the cloud, as presented in Figure 1b. In this case,
if the rules are not ordered, a huge delay in cloudlet2 traffic
processing is produced.

Firewall rules are divided into two categories: Specific Rules
and General Rules. The specific rules refer to the cloudlets
(subnets) security policies, while the general rules express the
common policies between cloudlets (e.g., Default Deny Rule).
General rules make ORO inaccurate. For example, assume that
the matching frequency statistics for two general rules by two
cloudlets are: R1−G : 250{CL1 : 200, CL2 : 50} and R2−
G : 200{CL1 : 50, CL2 : 150}. The cloudlet CL1 matched
the general rules R1−G and R2−G, 200 and 50, respectively.
While the cloudlet CL2 has less contribution in the R1 −
G and more in R2 − G. Since the ordering is based on the
weight, R1 − G is placed upper than R2 − G. However, the
opposite order is desirable for CL2. As seen, one cloudlet may
eliminate the contribution of other cloudlets in general rules
reordering inside a macro-FW.

As it was mentioned, the conventional ORO is a NP-
Complete problem [3]. A DoS attack can target the bottom
rules and increase their matching frequency intentionally.
Subsequently, ORO has to regularly move the rules up and
down causing a great computational cost, delay, and less QoS
for legitimate traffic. Thus, running the conventional ORO
not only suffers the NP-Complete problem but also cannot
handle the attacked rule problem in the ordering process.
Therefore, by dynamically decomposing the macro-FW, not
only the ORO challenges are solved but also every cloudlet
has its customized rules, treating the traffic locally, without
other cloudlets intervention.

2.3 Assumptions

In our approach, we do not study where to create micro-FW. In
a cloudlet, there are different nodes with various loads between
them. We assume an optimal node is selected for micro-
FW creation. Further details on the placement and routing
optimization problem for NFV, which is out of the scope
of this paper, can be found in [13], [14]. We also assume
that all information transmission between nodes is through a
secure channel. Moreover, we assume that the cloudlets trust
to cloud for configuring the micro-FWs. Cloud and cloudlet
firewalls are managed normally by different administrative
domains. In our case, the newly created firewall in the cloudlet
is configured by the cloud Security Orchestrator.

3 RELATED WORK

The proposed works in the area of firewalls performance
improvement can be divided into four categories.

1) Distribution, Scalability, and Elasticity: The works in
this area explain that if a centralized firewall is applied for a
whole cloud data center, it is difficult to handle the diversity of
heterogeneous services and complex attacks regarding a large

rule set and high packet arrival rate. Liu et al. [8] propose a de-
centralized framework where several firewalls run in parallel.
Then the packet arrival rate is distributed into them. Salah et
al. [9] propose an analytical model to determine the number of
needed firewall instances that should be dynamically adjusted
under the incoming traffic load. These two approaches suffer
some limitations. First, the exact duplication of firewalls with
the same policies is not efficient from the resource utilization
point of view. Second, in case of heavy traffic, the bandwidth
is not saved between source and destination. Finally, since all
duplicated firewalls have the same rules, all of them should be
updated in the case of conventional ORO. Yu et al. [26] present
a cloud-based firewall consisting of multiple modules with
specific functions. Although this kind of firewall is capable
of combining different modules, it does not scale in and out
dynamically. Several works have been proposed to optimize
packet filtering firewalls, like hierarchical firewall [16] or tree-
rule firewall [17]. Acharya et al. [16] propose a hierarchical
firewall rule processing method to partition a list of N rules
into optimal K subsets. In terms of rule partitioning, CODO
is close to them, but their goal is to optimize rules list
processing to minimize the number of rules examined for
each packet, while we partition the macro-FW rules based
on the cloudlets IP addresses, and send the rule subsets
into a different node named as micro-FW. In other words,
[16] implements a local hierarchical firewall, while CODO
is a distribution of micro-FW(s) in the network on different
machines. In [27], a cloud-based firewall service is proposed
to outsource firewall functionality from an enterprise local
network to the cloud platform while preserving the privacy,
which is completely opposite to our approach. Their concerns
are the resource limitation and cost management in the local
networks. Although, the concept of firewall outsourcing is
present, there is no concept of extracting specific rules for
that. In order to prevent any anomaly, they present a model to
keep the privacy of outsourced rules.

2) Inter Firewall Optimization: Several works have been
proposed for inter firewall optimization across administrative
domains. Chen et al. [18] focus on the firewall policies which
cannot be shared across domains due to containing confidential
information. CODO differs from them, as they consider elimi-
nating overlapping rules on cross-domain firewalls. In contrast,
we propose to create new micro-FWs in new administrative
domains, where they are completely independent of previously
existing ones on those domains. In [3], [23]–[25], different
heuristics are developed with respect to algorithm complexity
and data structure in order to have a near-optimal and simpler
version of ORO. In CODO, we completely change the ORO
by eliminating the rule dependency. Indeed, when a set of
independent rules enter the firewall, the rule ordering turns
into a simple sort with nlog(n) complexity.

3) Attacks Mitigation: There are several approaches to
mitigate the DDOS attacks in the cloud. One of them, which is
close to CODO, is collaborative. This approach is based on the
cooperation of multiple nodes, distributed in the network, to
mitigate the DDoS attack and defend the victim effectively.
In this regard, two well-known techniques are cooperative
firewall and pushback [28]. We describe these techniques and
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compare them with our proposed model in the following.
In the cooperative firewall defense model, several firewalls

are distributed in the cloud. Once a DDoS attack occurs, the
closest available firewall to the attacked application broadcasts
its new security policy to the surrounding firewalls [29].
Besides, in [30] an architecture is developed to outsource
firewalling functions, to cope with DDoS attacks. Firewall
instances are deployed in parallel and load balancer algorithms
are used to ensure reliability, performance, and availability of
the firewall services. Our technique is similar in some respects
to this defense model. However, the cooperative model sends
the same security policy (e.g., blocking rules), inserted in the
overloaded firewall, to the firewalls close to the victim, while
our proposed solution, CODO, outsources specific security
policies (extracted regarding the attack sources) from the over-
loaded firewall to another firewall. There are also two other
main differences. Firstly, the cooperative approach considers
a fixed number of firewalls, which is costly. This technique
consumes resources by unnecessary firewalls at the non-attack
time. However, we dynamically create new micro-FWs, when
they are needed. Secondly, in the cooperative model, it never
optimizes firewalls for malicious traffic. It only adds new rules
in firewalls to stop the attack. In contrast, CODO always
optimizes the overloaded place where the micro-FW was
outsourced.

In the pushback technique, the collaboration is among
routers [31]. The receiving routers are generally ahead of
the source of the malicious traffic in the communication path
to the target [32]. Information such as congestion signature,
bandwidth limit, and expiration time are sent to upstream
routers in order to rate-limit the traffic closest to the source
as possible. In point of DDoS attack tolerance perspective,
our proposed solution, like the pushback technique, sends the
information in the communication path to the target. The main
difference here is that in pushback, there are static routers and
they are performing the same task in case of DDoS attack.
While we dynamically create the new firewalls close to the
source of the malicious traffics and its configuration is set
with respect to the problem raised (outsourced rules) in the
overloaded firewall. Then, we relax the overloaded firewall by
bypassing the accepted traffic from the new firewall to the
overloaded one.

(4) Firewall Rule Dependency Resolution: Since rule
anomalies lead to dependencies, there have been several works,
trying to resolve the rule anomalies. Abedin et al. [19] propose
algorithms for removing rule anomalies and merging rules to
reduce the size of anomaly-free rules. However, their work is
restricted to a centralized firewall. Zhang et al. [20] remove
the anomalies based on the service grouping model. They
combine rule protocol, source port, and destination port named
as service, and resolve conflicted segments using an action
constraint strategy. Authors in [21] use a data structure called
Firewall Decision Diagram (FDD) and an inference system
for anomaly elimination. They define shadowed and redundant
rules as unused rules identified by the inference system.
According to this work, rules misconfiguration is resolved
by several techniques: modifying rule fields, reordering, and
removing rules. This research is applied to dynamic environ-

ments. However, it does not regenerate rules. In [22], a survey
compares the analysis of security policies in firewall and IPSec
and seeks into finding out a way to combine proposed solutions
into one efficient and general approach. It has considered
several parameters for the comparison: Conflict Classifica-
tion, Conflict Resolution, Data Structure, and Dynamicity. In
CODO, the contribution of anomaly resolver is applied to
distributed firewalls in a dynamic environment based on the
rules source and destination IP addresses. A set of partially
disjoint rules, having no dependencies, enter macro/micro-
FWs, making the reordering problem very lightweight.

4 METHODOLOGY

4.1 General Architecture
Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the CODO approach. This
architecture is ascertained in the cloud and cloudlets, using
Management, and Orchestrator layers. CODO is implemented
in the Orchestrator component in both cloud and cloudlet. The
flow of execution is explained as follows and the details are
explained in the following subsections:

1) A list of independent rules enters the macro-FW.
2) The Cloud/Cloudlet Managements monitor the traffic

and rules statistics.
3) The statistics are sent to Decomposition/Composition

Controllers through Orchestrators.
4) If a deviation, higher than the threshold, is detected in

rule ordering by Decomposition Controller, the Decom-
position Process is called.

5) A micro-FW in the cloudlet side is created and config-
ured.

6) The deviated rules associated to the cloudlet are ex-
tracted and migrated to micro-FW.

7) Routing paths are altered for micro-FWs to bypass
macro-FW.

8) If a normal rule ordering, lower than the threshold, is
detected in rule ordering by Composition Controller, the
Composition Process is called.

9) The migrated rules with their statistics are merged back
to macro-FW through Orchestrator and the micro-FW is
cleaned up.

10) Routing paths are altered to meet the macro-FW again.
Figure 3 illustrates the proposed steps for a case similar to

the example explained in Section 2.2. In existing solutions,
ORO is run in the firewall to reorder the rules, addressing
traffic changes (Figure 3a). However, in CODO, the deviated
rules associated with CL2 are extracted and moved to newly
created micro-FW inside the CL2 (Figure 3b). Since 60%
of the traffic is processing by CL2 micro-FW, the routing
paths are altered to bypass the macro-FW. Furthermore, in a
normal traffic state, detected by the Composition Controller,
the network state in Figure 3b turns back into Figure 3a.

4.2 Rules Preprocessing
The first CODO component is Rule Preprocessing consisting
of Algorithms 1, 2 with the purposes of dependency elimi-
nation and rule set size reduction. Two rules are dependent
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Fig. 2: CODO General Architecture

(a) Traffic changing environment

(b) Proposed CODO solution

Fig. 3: CODO in a dynamic environment

if there are intersections in all the fields, causing a packet
to be matched with more than one rule. The preprocessing
stage is executed whenever the firewall rules are being changed
by the administrator and produces partially disjoint rules for
the firewall. Thus, it does not perform during the CODO
functionality, and has no impact on its performance. In fact,
this stage removes the rules dependency and simplifies the
ORO from a NP-Complete into a polynomial problem.

To begin with, Figure 4 illustrates dependency cases for
two dependent preceding (Ri) and succeeding (Rj) rules from

Fig. 4: Dependency cases between Source/Destination in Ri
(preceding rule) and Rj (succeeding rule)

source and destination point of view. These cases are used in
Algorithm 1. The following statement is assumed in all four
cases.

Ri < Rj , protocoli ∩ protocolj 6= ∅, portsi ∩ portsj 6=
∅, Ri[action] 6= Rj [action]

In Figure 4, Case (a) leads into Shadowing anomaly, such
that the shadowed rule (Rj) will never be triggered. As the
Shadowing is a critical error, the administrator should reorder
or remove the shadowed rule to prevent anomaly. In Case (b)
and (c), the two rules have Correlation anomaly which means
both rules parameters are a subset of each other. Correlation
is a warning and the administrator should choose the proper
order precisely. Case (d) illustrates Generalization anomaly.
Because the general rule (Rj) can match all the packets that
match the preceding rule. Same as Correlation, Generalization
is a warning and the action of the preceding rule is determina-
tive. In this case, changing the orders causes Shadowing. Thus,
as a general guideline, the superset rule should come after the
subset rule [34]. The Redundancy anomaly is the same action
in rules, which is against the above assumption.

The mentioned issues make ORO complex since anomalies
result in rule dependencies. Thus, to simplify the ORO, the
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preprocessing stage is included in CODO architecture. This
stage eliminates the rules intersection in Source and Destina-
tion, which produces partially disjoint rules, and therefore, no
packet is matched with more than one rule any longer.

Algorithm 1 describes the detail of Dependency Remover.
The Algorithm takes as its input the rule set to be processed.
Dependency list contains pairs of dependent rules. It first de-
tects the preceding and succeeding rules (lines 2-6). For each
pair of dependent rules, the algorithm extracts the overlaps in
source and destination IP (lines 8-14). The overlap is stored
as IPSet data structure, storing multiple IP addresses. IPSet
is an indexed data structure with a great performance for large
rule sets [35].

In order to eliminate the rule dependencies, two conditions
are checked: 1) removing the destination intersection from
succeeding rule destination (lines 16-20), and 2) removing the
source intersection from succeeding rule source (lines 22-26).
In Figure 4, Case (c) matches first condition, Case (b) matches
second condition, and Case (d) matches both. Therefore, Case
(d) splits the succeeding rule into two disjoint rules with
same rule id, increasing the rule set size. Additionally, if
a rule is dependent on two or more rules, the succeeding
rule will be split into multiple rules as well. In this case,
Rules Merger algorithm merges the produced rules and reduces
the rule set size. Algorithm 2 describes the merging process.
First, it counts the rules, having same rule id. If an id has
been repeated multiple times, its rule is appended to the
corresponding list in ToBeMerged dictionary (lines 3-8). Thus,
each list (Dictionary Value) in this dictionary corresponds to
one rule id (Dictionary key), having multiple rules. Source and
Destination of the rules, inside each list, are merged (lines 13-
16) and the final succeeding rule is produced (lines 18-21).

In sum, Algorithm 1 may convert the dependent rule (suc-
ceeding rule) into multiple rules because of the dependency
cases mentioned in Figure 4 or the existence of multiple de-
pendency relationships. Thus, these multiple rules are merged
into one rule by Algorithm 2 and finally a list of dependent
rules enter the firewall.

4.3 Dynamic Performance Optimization

Intrinsic changes in traffic demand running ORO in order to
maintain the minimum number of packet matches. Dynamic
updates reorder the rules when the performance significantly
deviates from optimal and is based on the rules matching
frequency deviation.

The most optimal rule order is when the topmost rules have
the maximum hit rate. In other words, if we consider the rules
hit rate as a list, the more it is sorted in descending order,
the more optimal rule order exists. Thus, we use the term
Inversion Rate (IR) to calculate how far/close the list is from
being sorted in descending order. If the list is already sorted,
then InversionCount is 0 and the rule order is optimal. In
contrast, if an ascending order exists, the InversionCount
is the maximum. To calculate IR, the statistics of matching
frequency are processed as a ”batched” data stream. Formally,
IR is denoted as follows:

Algorithm 1: DependencyRemover(Rules)
Require: R: Original rule set
Require: DL[ ]: Dependency list
Ensure: R′: Partially disjoint rule set

1: for prec, succ in DL do
2: for rule in R do
3: if rule == prec then
4: PrecedingRule = rule
5: else if rule == succ then
6: SucceedingRule = rule
7: end if
8: if PrecedingRule.SrcIP OVERLAPS SucceedingRule.SrcIP

then
9: SrcOverlap = IPSet(PrecedingRule.SrcIP &

10: SucceedingRule.SrcIP )
11: end if
12: if PrecedingRule.DstIP OVERLAPS SucceedingRule.DstIP

then
13: DstOverlap = IPSet(PrecedingRule.DstIP &
14: SucceedingRule.DstIP )
15: end if
16: if SrcOverlap.Size ! = 0 AND

DstOverlap ! = IPSet(SucceedingRule.DstIP ) then
17: NewRule.SrcIP = SrcOverlap
18: NewRule.DstIP =

SucceedingRule.DstIP.Remove(DstOverlap)
19: NewRule.Ports = SucceedingRule.Port
20: R′.Append(PrecedingRule,NewRule)
21: end if
22: if DstOverlap.Size ! = 0 AND

SrcOverlap ! = IPSet(SucceedingRule.SrcIP ) then
23: NewRule.SrcIP =

SucceedingRule.SrcIP.Remove(SrcOverlap)
24: NewRule.DstIP = SucceedingRule.DstIP
25: NewRule.Ports = SucceedingRule.Port
26: R′.Append(PrecedingRule,NewRule)
27: end if
28: if NewRule = ∅ then
29: Shadowing anomaly for precedingRule and SucceedingRule

reported
30: end if
31: end for
32: end for
33: Return R′

34: End

Algorithm 2: RulesMerger(DisjointRules)
Require: R′: Partially disjoint rule set
Require: RuleCounter{ }: Counter of rules dictionary {RuleId :

Occurrences}
Require: ToBeMerged{ }: Dictionary for list of merging rules {RuleId :

[Rules with identical id]}
Ensure: R′′: Final merged rule set

1: src = IPSet([′0.0.0.0/0′])
2: dst = IPSet([′0.0.0.0/0′])
3: for rule in R′ do
4: RuleCounter[rule.id] = RuleCounter.Get(rule.id, 0) + 1
5: end for
6: for rule in R′ do
7: if RuleCounter[rule.id] > 1 then
8: ToBeMerged[rule.id].Append(rule)
9: else

10: R′.Append(rule)
11: end if
12: end for
13: for MergeRule in ToBeMerged.V alues() do
14: for rule in MergeRule do
15: src = rule.src & src
16: dst = rule.dst & dst
17: end for
18: FinalRule.src = src
19: FinalRule.dst = dst
20: FinalRule.port = rule.port
21: R′′.Append(FinalRule)
22: end for
23: Return R′′

24: End
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∀i < j i, j ∈ 1...n, InversionCount =

{
1, R[i] < R[j]

0, R[i] ≥ R[j]

IR =
InversionCount

n(n− 1)

2

(1)

In Equation (1), n is the length of the rules hit rate list.
Dividing InversionCount by the number of all possible
combinations of two elements in the list, the 0 < IR < 1
is calculated. In CODO, when IR exceeds a certain threshold
(Section 5.2), decomposition is invoked.

Although dynamic performance optimization is crucial to
address adaptability in firewalls, it is not adequate to detect
average performance deviation in longer periods. Therefore,
periodic updates, at fixed time intervals, are also considered.
The intervals are defined based on the computational capacity
of the desired firewall. Both dynamic and time-based updates
are implemented in macro/micro-FWs.

4.4 Calculating Rule Weight
Rule ordering is based on rule weight. This is because it
describes the probability a rule is triggered. Since the number
of packets matched to each rule is directly related to its weight,
a modified version of the Stochastic learning weak estimator
(SLWE) algorithm is used [24], [36]. Equation (2) calculates
the updated rule weights.

Wnew =
Mi

M
Wold + λ(Wold −

Mi

M
) (2)

The formula is performed on a list of rules hit rate values.
Mi is the number of packet matches for rule Ri and M is
the total number of packets matched to all rules. λ is the
intrinsic parameter of SLWE and it controls the adaptation
to the environmental changes and rate of forgetting old data.
The low value of λ indicates rapid adjustments to environ-
mental changes, but uncertainty after the system stabilization.
However, a high value of λ leads to more certainty but fewer
adjustments [37]. Theoretical proofs of batch-oriented SLWE
are followed in [24], [36].

Figure 5 illustrates the performance of using SLWE and
ORO in terms of rules hit rate and their optimal order. In this
test, 18 rules in a single Linux IPTable firewall are configured.
As seen, before ORO, rules do not have an optimal order
and the bottom rules are hit more than middle ones. After
ORO, rules weight are updated, reordered and the most hitting
rules move to the top of the list. Traffic pattern used in this
experiment was defined in a way to hit the below rules more,
after 5000 packets and when a considerable deviation arises,
ORO dynamically reorders the rules based on their weights.

4.5 Rules Splitter
As it is explained in Section 4.1, step 6, when the Decom-
position Process is triggered, a rule subset is extracted based
on the associated cloudlet domain address and migrated to the
micro-FW. Algorithm 3 describes the details of how rules are
extracted for migration purposes. As it was mentioned before,

Fig. 5: Packets matched to rules, before and after ORO

the macro-FW rules are classified as General and Specific
rules (lines 2-6). General rules are common between all rule
subsets, since they are triggered by all cloudlets (lines 22-
23). Therefore, only the specific rules are extracted based
on IP (line 9). In the first iteration, every network id is
added in the Domains dictionary as a key and corresponding
rule list as the value (lines 17-19). In other iterations, rules
having source address ranging in one of the network ids, are
appended to the corresponding list (lines 9-14). Based on the
deviated Cloudlet (CLX) IP, which was identified by the
Decomposition Controller, the subset is returned to migrate
to the CLX micro-FW (lines 25-30).

Algorithm 3: RulesSplitter()
Require: C.χ: Macro firewall
Require: CLX: Cloudlet x
Require: Domains{ }: Domains dictionary {NETid: [rules]}
Ensure: r: Rule subset

1: R′′ = C.χ.rules()
2: for rule in R′′ do
3: if rule is a GeneralRule then
4: GeneralRules.Append(rule)
5: else
6: SpecificRules.Append(rule)
7: end if
8: end for
9: for rule in SpecificRules do

10: net = IPNetwork(rule.src)
11: for network in [Domains.keys()] do
12: if net in network OR network in net then
13: Domains[network].Append(rule)
14: Flag = FALSE
15: end if
16: end for
17: if Flag = TRUE then
18: Domains[net] = [rule]
19: Flag = TRUE
20: end if
21: end for
22: for Grule in GeneralRules do
23: Append Grule to each domain in [Domain.V alues()]
24: end for
25: for network in Domains.Keys() do
26: if CLX.network in network then
27: r = Domains[network]
28: end if
29: end for
30: Return r
31: End
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4.6 CODO Controllers
4.6.1 Decomposition
Algorithm 4 illustrates the Decomposition Controller pseu-
docode. This controller decides when to decompose the macro-
FW into micro-FWs (Section 4.1, steps 3 and 4). As seen,
it receives the rules statistics from the Cloud Orchestrator
after negotiation and if a deviation is detected, based on the
Equation 1, (lines 2-5), the deviated cloudlets are identified
for calling the Decomposition Process (line 6). In situations
where there is no micro-FW in the cloudlets, the availability
of required resources (specified virtual memory and CPU for
micro-FW) should be verified (lines 7-11). While the deviated
cloudlets are identified and the possibility of decomposition
is checked, this information for each cloudlet is passed to the
Decomposition Process (lines 14-16). The rm value indicates
that the cloudlet specific rules will be extracted from the
macro-FW during the Decomposition Process. It is to be noted
that, for n cloudlets, there is a maximum of n−1 micro-FWs.
Therefore, for the last cloudlet, rules are not removed and
the traffic is processed in the macro-FW from the resource
utilization point of view (line 13).

As all the rules are disjoint, there is no concern about
outsourcing the rules since there is no inter rule dependency.

Algorithm 4: DecompositionController()
Require: C: Cloud
Require: C.M : Cloud management
Require: C.SO: Cloud security orchestrator
Require: C.χ: Cloud firewall
Require: CL[ ]: Cloudlets
Require: CL.M : Cloudlet management
Require: CL.SO: Cloudlet security orchestrator

1: loop
2: Negotiation(C.SO, cl.SO)
3: RS[ ] = getRuleStatistics(C.SO) {Monitor Rules Deviation}
4: IR = InversionRate(RS[ ])
5: if IR > Threshold then
6: CL[ ] = DeviatedCloudletLists(IR,RS[ ])
7: for cl in CL[ ] do
8: if ResourceLimitation(cl) = TRUE then
9: rm = FALSE

10: else
11: rm = TRUE {Removing Specific Rules in Macro-FW}
12: end if
13: if cl is not the last cloudlet then
14: Decomposition(C, cl, C.χ, C.SO, cl.SO, rm)
15: else
16: Decomposition(C, cl, C.χ, C.SO, cl.SO, false)
17: end if
18: end for
19: end if
20: end loop
21: End

4.6.2 Composition
Algorithm 5 illustrates the Composition Controller pseu-
docode. This controller decides when to compose the micro-
FWs into macro-FW. After decomposition and routing paths
update, the accepted traffic is bypassed from the macro-
FW and the denied traffic is managed by the micro-FWs.
Therefore, the cloudlets rule statistics is not available on the
cloud side. For this reason, the Cloud Orchestrator negotiates
to the Cloudlet Orchestrator and receives the required rule
statistics (lines 3-5). By receiving rule statistics, if the rule
ordering deviation is below the threshold and the macro-FW
is capable of composition from the resource availability point

of view, the Composition Process is called to aggregate the
migrated rules in macro-FW and clean up the micro-FWs.
The Composition is needed as it saves resources and maintain
network adaptive (lines 6-8).

Algorithm 5: CompositionController()
Require: C: Cloud
Require: C.M : Cloud management
Require: C.SO: Cloud security orchestrator
Require: C.χ: Cloud firewall
Require: CL[ ]: Cloudlets
Require: CL.M : Cloudlet management
Require: CL.SO: Cloudlet security orchestrator

1: loop
2: for cl in CL[ ] {Monitor Rules Deviation in Cloudlets which have micro

FWs} do
3: Negotiation(C.SO, cl.SO)
4: if existMicroFW (cl.M) = TRUE then
5: RS[ ] = getRuleStatistics(cl.SO)
6: IR = InversionRate(RS[ ])
7: if IR < Threshold and enoughResource(C.M) = TRUE

then
8: Composition(C, cl, C.χ, C.SO, cl.SO)
9: end if

10: end if
11: end for
12: end loop
13: End

4.7 Decomposition/Composition Processes
In CODO architecture, when decomposition/composition is
detected by the controllers, the Decomposition/Composition
Process is invoked. The micro-FWs creation scenario is based
on the Management and Orchestration (MANO) architecture
[38]. MANO coordinates network resources for NFV lifecycle
management. In CODO, a firewall is an NFV taking advantage
of virtualization. Thus, CODO takes advantage of MANO in
NFV (micro-FW) creation and the overhead of this process
corresponds to the MANO overhead.

4.7.1 Decomposition Process
Algorithm 6 shows the Decomposition Process pseudocode.
The Decomposition Controller distinguishes whether the
matching frequencies are deviated of a certain threshold and
invokes the Decomposition Process for each cloudlet. In the
first step, a negotiation between the cloud and cloudlet Security
Orchestrators (SO) is performed (line 1), referring to steps
being checked in MANO. The rm value, received from the
controller, is verification for Decomposition (line 2). The
macro-FW rules, along with their statistics, are split into
subsets based on the CLX domain address (lines 3-4). The
Decomposition Process sets the configuration of the micro-
FW (CLX.µ) and outsources the required rules (lines 5-7).
Note that, general rules are segregated from specific rules
since the specific rules are different for each cloudlet. In
contrast, the general rules are matched by all cloudlets and
their statistics are synchronized with respect to the host CLX .
As the micro-FW is created, the routes must be optimized,
including identifying preoptimal paths and: (1) finding the
optimal path from/to CLX ingress to micro-FW, (2) finding
the optimal path from/to micro-FW to CLX egress, and
(3) finding the optimal path from cloud ingress to cloud
Application by bypassing the macro-FW (lines 9-13). Then,
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the micro-FW and the optimal paths are activated (lines 14-
17) and the old preoptimal paths are removed (lines 18-19).
Now, the traffic entering the CLX is verified by the CLX
micro-FW, bypassing the C macro-FW. In the last step, the
macro-FW needs to clean up the outsourced rules. Note that,
for the general rules, only the statistics are outsourced. Thus,
general rules remain intact in the macro-FW and only the
specific rules are removed from the macro-FW (line 20). Inside
the micro-FW, rules weight is calculated and reordered (lines
21-22). Besides, the outsourced values are set to zero in the
macro-FW (as part of the clean-up process at the end of the
Decomposition Process, line 28).

Algorithm 6: Decomposition()
Require: C: Cloud
Require: CLX: Cloudlet x
Require: C.χ: Macro firewall
Require: CLX.µ: Micro firewall
Require: C.SO: Cloud security orchestrator
Require: CLX.SO: Cloudlet security orchestrator
Require: rm: removing specific rules

1: Negotiation(C.SO,CLX.SO)
2: if rm = TRUE {Extract Rules and Configure Micro FW} then
3: subsets[ ] = RulesSplitter(C.χ,CLX)
4: stats[ ] = extractStats(C.χ, subsets[ ]) {Extract cloudlet statistics}
5: CLX.µ = ConfigMicroFW (CLX.SO)
6: AddRules(CLX.µ, subsets[0], stats[0]) {General rules}
7: AddRules(CLX.µ, subsets[1], stats[1]) {Specific rules}
8: {Optimize the routing paths}
9: PX = GetPreOptimalPath(CLX) {from ingress to egress}

10: PY = GetPreOptimalPath(C.χ) {from ingress to C.χ}
11: OX1 = FindOptimalPath(CLX.Ingress, CLX.µ)
12: OX2 = FindOptimalPath(CLX.µ,CLX.Egress)
13: OY = FindOptimalPath(C.Ingress, C.App, C.χ) {bypass C.χ}
14: ActiveFirewall(CLX.µ)
15: ActivePath(CLX,OX1)
16: ActivePath(CLX,OX2)
17: ActivePath(C, PY )
18: RemovePath(CLX,PX)
19: RemovePath(C,PY )
20: RemoveRules(C.χ, subsets[1])
21: CalculateRuleWeights(CLX.µ)
22: ORO(CLX.µ)
23: else
24: CLX rules remain on macro firewall
25: CalculateRuleWeights(C.χ)
26: ORO(C.χ)
27: end if
28: SetStatsToZero(C.χ, subsets[0])
29: End

4.7.2 Composition Process
Algorithm 7 illustrates the Composition Process pseudocode.
The Composition Controller distinguishes whether it is a
normal state for each CLX rules and invokes the Compo-
sition Process. First, same as Section 4.7.1, the negotiation
is performed between SOs. Next, the outsourced rules and
their statistics are identified (lines 1-3). The rules in the micro-
FWs consist of general and specific rules which are distributed
based on their weights. Since the general rules are duplicated
from the macro-FW, these rules are not sent back and only
their statistics are merged for the synchronization purposes.
Both CLX specific rules and their statistics are sent back to
the macro-FW and the micro-FW is cleaned out of the rules
(lines 4-6). To find the proper position of the returned rules in
the macro-FW, the rule weights are calculated and ORO is run
(lines 7-8). For routing paths updates, three preoptimal paths,
which bypassed the macro-FW, are identified and removed
(lines 10-12, lines 19-21). With the micro-FWs removal, two

new optimal paths are found, from the ingress to egress in
CLX , and from the ingress to the macro-FW in the C (lines
13,16). If the micro-FW, which outsources its rules, used to
bypass the macro-FW, the optimal path from/to micro-FW to
CLX egress is needed to be identified and activated (lines
16-17). When the optimal paths are activated, the traffic from
the CLX is analyzed by the macro-FW and the micro-FW is
removed (line 23).

After both decomposition and composition, ORO is run
dynamically in the macro/micro-FWs in order to maintain the
rules optimal order as mentioned in Section 4.3.

Algorithm 7: Composition()
Require: C: Cloud
Require: CLX: Cloudlet x
Require: C.χ: Macro firewall
Require: CLX.µ: Micro firewall
Require: C.SO: Cloud security orchestrator
Require: CLX.SO: Cloudlet security orchestrator

1: Negotiation(C.SO,CLX.SO)
2: subsets[ ] = ExtractRules(CLX.µ)
3: stats[ ] = extractStats(CLX.µ, subsets[ ])
4: SendRulesToCloud(subsets[1]) {Only send specific rules to the cloud}
5: MergeStatToCloud(stats[0], stats[1]) {Merge both general and specifc

rules stats}
6: RemoveRules(CLX.µ) {Clean up the micro FW}
7: CalculateRuleWeights(C.χ)
8: ORO(C.χ)
9: {Optimize the routing paths}

10: PX1 = GetPreOptimalPath(CLX.Ingress, CLX.µ)
11: PX2 = GetPreOptimalPath(CLX.µ,CLX.Egress)
12: PY = GetPreOptimalPath(C.Ingress, C.App)
13: OX = FindOptimalPath(CLX.Ingress, CLX.Egress, CLX.µ)
{bypass µ}

14: ActivePath(CLX,OX)
15: if Macro FW was bypassed then
16: OY = FindOptimalPath(C.Ingress, C.χ)
17: ActivePath(C,OY )
18: end if
19: RemovePath(C,PY )
20: RemovePath(CLX,PX1)
21: RemovePath(CLX,PX2)
22: if Empty(CLX.µ) {Remove the micro FW} then
23: RemoveFirewall(CLX.µ)
24: end if
25: End

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

5.1 Deployment
We implemented a prototype of CODO in Python using the
Python-IPTables and netaddr libraries so that it speaks to
Linux IPTables and is able to manipulate network addresses.
Besides, HPing3 was used for traffic generation [39] and
Graphical network simulator (GNS3) [40] for simulation.
Appliances such as Cloud Router in GNS3, not only includes
traditional hardware routers but also it is a software-based
router supporting software-defined networking (SDN) [12]
and it runs on virtual and cloud environments. As there
are different types of firewall appliances in GNS3 such as
FortiGate, Cisco ASA, and Palo Alto, we decided to use Linux
IPTables, because it is software-based and can be customized
for cloud environments. Since CODO is proposed for cloud
environments, the supporting hardware for deployment can
take advantage of Amazon Web Service (AWS) EC2 instances
regarding the organization’s requirements. For instance, C5 in-
stances which are optimized for compute-intensive workloads,
can be used for macro/micro-FWs, providing a minimum of
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Fig. 6: Topology used in the second experiment

2 virtual CPU, 4GiB virtual memory, and bandwidth up to 10
Gbps. Moreover, EC2 provides a variety of instance types such
as C5.large, C5.xlarge, C5.2xlarge, and etc. Regarding using
low cost platforms such as Raspberry Pi, the CPU power and
main memory does not satisfy the required resources and it is
not a perfect platform for virtualization.

The performance evaluation is based on the topology shown
in Figure 6. Note that Routes to network consist of different
routes, existing in parallel, as mentioned in Algorithms 6 and
7. Moreover, based on Section 2.3, we assume that the selected
node for micro-FW creation is the optimal node. The instances
running macro/micro-FWs were obtained using ubuntu 16.04
server having 100 firewall rules. Traffic patterns used in the
following experiments, exposing the topology, are based on
four Zipf distributions named ZipfX , ZipfY , ZipfZ , and
ZipfW designed for 10, 100, 1000 packets/sec fluctuations
switching every 600 packets running for about 1000 seconds.
(1500 Bytes/Packet, minimum 1500Mb/Domain, Total 6-8Gb
entering the firewall in Section 5.3).

As it is mentioned in Algorithms 4 and 5, the decision mak-
ing for decomposition/composition is based on IR. Therefore,
a threshold value for IR can highly affect the CODO per-
formance. If the threshold is high, the performance degrades
because of the non-optimal order of rules due to low invokes
for decomposition/composition. In contrast, in case of low
value for threshold, unnecessary decomposition/composition
invocations result in too much computational overhead. In the
first experiment, we measured the CPU Load Average and
Average Matching Time for different thresholds, in order to
find the best IR threshold for the controllers. The second ex-
periment evaluates the performance of the proposed approach
and several simulations were conducted based on the topology
used in Figure 6.

5.2 The First Experiment

In this experiment, four threshold values are tested under
the same traffic pattern as depicted in Figure 7. The traffic
is being received by four domains, in order to hit 70%
of the 100 firewall rules. The first and the second domain
intermittently hit their corresponding rules and domains 3 and
4 send constant packets in order to have different rule weight

Fig. 7: Traffic pattern used for finding the optimal threshold

Fig. 8: CPU Load Average for different thresholds (IR)

at different times. This experiment is conducted on a single
macro-FW to explore the best threshold which controls the
ORO invokes while preserving optimality. In this experiment,
when a deviation higher than the tested threshold is detected,
ORO is performed for the sake of rule ordering optimization.
Figure 8 illustrates CPU Load Average for each threshold,
0.1 to 0.5. We assume that no other process affects the CPU
load in the macro-FW machine. As a result, 0.2 has the most
optimal performance. In the case of 0.5 and 0.4, the ORO is
invoked less. Hence, rule order remains inefficient, increasing
CPU load due to excess packet processing. On the other hand,
in the case of 0.1, unnecessary ORO invocations increase the
CPU load inefficiently.

Moreover, for all the selected thresholds, the Average

Matching Time (AMT =
N∑
i=1

Widi) is also calculated. Wi

denotes to Rulei weight and di is the rule order. By measuring
this value, we can understand how much the number of
ORO(s) invocation was effective for each threshold. Figure
9 shows that the threshold equal to 0.2 has the best AMT . In
other words, the purpose of running ORO in a firewall is to
minimize the AMT . Therefore, the lower AMT describes the
more optimal rule order. 0.2 satisfies the optimal invocations
of ORO plus the optimal rule order. In Section 5.3, this
threshold is used to explore decomposition/composition time.
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Fig. 9: Average Matching Time for different thresholds (IR)

5.3 The Second Experiment
In this experiment, CODO performance is measured in term
of firewall Packet Processing Time (PPT). The performance is
compared with other solutions that are based on single firewall
optimization. As mentioned in Section 3, in the decentralized
approaches, the concept is based on rule set duplication. Thus,
they focus on each firewall rule ordering optimization, which is
a centralized optimization. However, in CODO, the decompo-
sition/composition satisfies the adaptive decentralization and
the performance is compared to the concept used in other
approaches. The following describes how the performance
metric, PPT , is measured.

Let i denotes to the rule order in a N sized rule list,
Pi represents firewall packet processing time for one packet,
and Packetsi is the number of packets matched Rulei. For
simplicity, we consider Pi as one millisecond for each rule. A
firewall PPT value is calculated as follows:

PPT =

N∑
i=1

i× Pi × Packetsi (3)

In the absence of adaptive decomposition/composition, the
firewall performance highly depends on the number of ORO
invocations. In other words, the more traffic deviates in a
central approach, the more ORO is invoked. In CODO, based
on each cloudlet traffic severity, there are different parallelism
ratios in micro-FWs creation. That is to say, the more number
of cloudlets deviate in traffic, the more Decomposition Process
is invoked and more micro-FWs work in parallel.

The Decomposition Controller examines the rules hit rate
and identifies the deviated cloudlets whose traffic is targeting
those rules. Therefore, the parallelism ratio (number of devi-
ated cloudlets) is determined and micro-FWs are created in
the cloudlets. In the worst condition, same as Figure 6, the
parallelism ratio for n cloudlets is n− 1 micro-FWs working
in parallel. The last cloudlet can still send its traffic to the
macro-FW with no need for a micro-FW from the resource
utilization point of view.

Figures 10-13 illustrate CODO performance in comparison
with centralized optimization approaches. The evaluations
were performed for four parallelism levels of Dec = 1, 2, 3, 4
under different Zipf traffic patterns. Since the main fo-
cus of CODO is making improvements through decomposi-
tion/composition regardless of the number of domains, it is

Fig. 10: CODO vs. Centralized performance (Dec= 1)

expected that the observed improvement patterns will be also
repeated for the greater parallelism levels. From observing the
results, the PPT in the centralized approach is dramatically
higher and by inference, the performance is lower. In CODO,
since the routing paths are altered after decomposition and
micro-FWs work in parallel, the traffic is processed more agile
and leads into higher performance.
• Parallelism level 1 (Dec= 1)
In Figure 10, the first domain traffic highly increases in

comparison with other domains. Therefore, at t=144s, the
decomposition is invoked. In this time, micro-FW1 with 20
rules, migrated from macro-FW, is created. As the micro-FW1
graph shows, since its rule set is smaller than macro-FW rules,
its PPT fluctuates between 4000-12000 (ms) which is much
less than the n− 1 domains traffic being processed by macro-
FW. Besides, after decomposition, during t=144s and t=850s,
the macro-FW has a significant decrease in its PPT which
states its improved performance compared with non CODO
solutions. The reason that micro-FW1 starts firewalling after a
while is because of the random delays in the generated traffic
streams.
• Parallelism level 2 (Dec= 2)
In Figure 11, the second domain traffic dramatically changes

during t=0-50s. Micro-FW2 (with 11 rules) and micro-FW1
(with 20 rules) are created at t=50s and t=131s respectively.
Therefore, the traffic being processed by macro-FW decreases
after this decomposition. Although the centralized approach in
the graph shows sparks in the traffic which requires constant
OROs, in CODO, these sparks are being handled by both
macro and micro-FWs locally, which has totally less PPT .
Note that, in all firewalls, ORO is being run dynamically
and periodically in order to maintain the optimal rule order.
At t=800s and t=850s, the Composition Controller run the
Composition process based on the traffic history and threshold
(Algorithm 5). As seen, after composition, all traffic meet
macro-FW, increasing its PPT .
• Parallelism level 3 (Dec= 3)
In Figure 12, at t=164s, the migration of the first domain

rules from the macro-FW is detectable. In this experiment,
three domains have high outgoing traffic and the right time to
create a micro-FW for each domain is recognizable. These
times for the second and third domains are at t=240s and
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Fig. 11: CODO vs. Centralized performance (Dec= 2)

Fig. 12: CODO vs. Centralized performance (Dec= 3)

t=489s, respectively. The number of rules migrated to each
micro-FW is 20 for micro-FW1, 11 for micro-FW2 and
18 for micro-FW3. The Composition Controller constantly
evaluates the deviation in each cloudlet by negotiation with
the Orchestrator and therefore, from t=775s to the end, with
the traffic stabilization and decreasing packets, Composition
Process for domains 2, 1, and 3 occurs, respectively.
• Parallelism level 4 (Dec= 4)
Figure 13 illustrates a condition in which four domains

send deviated traffic at separate times and therefore, decom-
position/composition occurs subsequently. Exact details are
mentioned in Table 1. As seen, when the decompositions
occur, the macro-FW PPT decreases about 70%. Hence, by
taking advantage of small firewalls treating the traffic locally,
the macro-FW experiences less fluctuation and less demand
for ORO, which leads into improved performance. Note that,
the number of rules per domain in these experiments are up
to 20% out of macro-FW 100 rules.

Domain Rules Decomposition Time (s) Composition Time (s)
1 20 60 690
2 11 210 678
3 18 60 480
4 20 510 840

TABLE 1: CODO functionality in Dec= 4

In all experiments, after decomposition, time-based OROs
are more observed than dynamic OROs in micro-FWs as we
can see the periodic oscillation in each micro-FW PPT . This

Fig. 13: CODO vs. Centralized performance (Dec= 4)

Fig. 14: Total PPT of Dec=1, 2, 3, 4

is because: 1) rule subset in a micro-FW is much smaller than
the macro-FW; 2) in a micro-FW, the traffic is being received
only from a specific domain. Therefore, traffic streams will
not fluctuate severely between different rules. Consequently,
the ORO is more possible to be invoked in time intervals.
In contrast, in the macro-FW, traffic streams from different
cloudlets hit different rules constantly. Therefore, the more
severe fluctuations in PPT exists, the more it is likely to
invoke ORO dynamically based on traffic behavior. Note that,
with the addition of micro-FW in each Dec, there is no impact
on the packets being processed by other micro-FWs. Besides,
although traffic processed by micro-FW1 is similar in Dec
cases due to maintaining the upper-threshold characteristic
of the traffics using Zipf distributions, the exact number of
packets is different.

Figure 14 illustrates total PPT in both CODO and central-
ized optimization approaches, for different parallelism ratios.
Note that in CODO, the total PPT is the sum of all micro-
FWs PPT plus macro-FW. The results show that, in CODO,
PPT is much less due to the advantages of decomposition
and composition. As seen in Figure 14, for small scale cases
such as D = 1, the difference is slight. However, by increasing
the firewall parallelism due to the network size and traffic, the
performance improvement is much more significant.

6 CONCLUSION

Firewall rules can be ordered adaptively to avoid performance
degradation due to traffic changes. This is commonly referred
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to as the optimal rule ordering (ORO) problem. Updating
the rule ordering dynamically can be costly with respect to
the new traffic characteristics. Conventional ORO approaches
consider the rule set as constant, or static in a particular
firewall. Besides, the rule set may be duplicated and shared
in a distributed firewall environment. Typically, it is assumed
that firewall policies cannot be shared across domains due to
containing confidential information. Accordingly, conventional
approaches do not consider cross-domain traffic to export sets
or subsets of rules outside the firewall. This can limit the
extensibility of their approach to modern networks employing
Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) and software defined
networking (SDN).

The main purpose of this paper is to design and im-
plement CODO (COmpositionDecOmposition) architecture,
a novel parallelism in the Decomposition and Composition
of centralized firewalls in cloud environments. To address
the problem statement, we present Rule Dependency Re-
mover, Decomposition/Composition Controllers, and Decom-
position/Composition processes algorithms. At the same time,
we eliminate inter-rule dependencies to enhance the perfor-
mance and flexibility of ORO inside the firewalls. Simulation
results show that the proposed solution can enhance up the
firewall packet processing time up to 41% compared to the
conventional solutions, only after four firewall decomposition
operations. Moreover, we have been able to show that CODO
is able to adaptively scale in/out firewalls with traffic deviation
while preserving firewall rules integrity.
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